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Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %

01_15 896 9.4 2.9 15 62.6 99.3

16 893 3.1 1.8 6 51.3 99

17 896 10.2 3.3 16 63.4 99.3

18 894 5.1 2.3 9 56.2 99.1

19 891 5 2.4 9 55.9 98.8
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Sticky Note

A decent answer.  The diagram is good and immediately scores 2/2The analysis of the tariff is good.  There is a good analysis of the diagram and its effects on imports and demand for UK steel.  In addition, there is a good point about the potential for UK Government revenue (from the tariff) to be spent on unemployment reducing strategies.  One criticism of that first might be that the candidate doesn’t link their analysis of the fall in imports back to the question about UK-based jobs.  Therefore, AO3 is limited to 2/3.The evaluation is sound.  Again, there is a slight criticism that all evaluation points ought to be related to unemployment issues.  And, at least, this candidates makes an attempt to elaborate on evaluative points that for many other candidates might be considered throwaway e.g. “it depends on the level of the tariff” – at least this candidate a little further.  The evaluation is still a bit brief for full marks.  It has the breadth but not quite the depth.  AO4 – 3/4Total: 7/9.
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Sticky Note

A good (but brief) answer.  The idea of total specialisation is well understood: “Good Y will no longer be produced as all resources are transferred to Good X” and it is linked well to the impact on production.  The diagram is correct.Total: 3/3



Sticky Note

This answer scores 2/3.  The diagram is correct and the impact is correct too.  However, there is no obvious understanding (not explicit, nor implicit) of what division of labour actually is.  Therefore, the answer does not score full marks even though the impact of the division of labour has been identified correctly.Total: 2/3
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Q.18 (c) If the European Central Bank increases the base interest rate, explain the 
likely consequences on the trade of goods and services between the US 
and the Eurozone  [4]


Band 
AO1 AO3 


2 marks 2 marks 


 
Identification of the likely outcomes 


on US and Eurozone goods and 
services. 


Has economic theory been used to explain 
why the impact on trade has occurred? 


2 


2 marks 
 
That the Euro will appreciate 
against the dollar. 
[Identification of the effect on 
Savings/Consumption] 
AND 
Identification that US imports will 
fall or Eurozone exports will rise 


2 marks 
 
Good analysis of why the Euro should 
appreciate against the dollar. 
[Explanation why/how this affects the 
trade balance] 
AND 
Good analysis of why US imports should 
fall  


1 


1 mark 
Identification that US imports will 
fall and Eurozone exports will rise. 
[Identification of the effect on 
Savings/Consumption] 
 
OR  
 
That the Euro will appreciate 
against the dollar. 


1 mark 
Limited or brief analysis 
Explanation why/how this affects the trade 
balance] 
 
 


0 
0 marks 


None of the above. 
0 marks 


No valid analysis 


 
Indicative content 
 
If the ECB increases the Bank Rate, more non-Europeans (inc. some Americans) will wish to 
save in European banks (1)  As a result, the demand for Euros should increase and the Euro 
should appreciate (1).  This makes the goods/services priced in Euros more expensive to US 
consumers and European exports should fall (1).  Conversely, the demand for dollars has 
decreased – as people prefer to buy Euros – and the goods/services priced in dollars will 
now be cheaper to foreigner.  US exports to the Eurozone should increase. 
 
NOTE 
 
It is perfectly reasonable for a candidate to make the argument that if interest rates increase 
in the Eurozone, consumption will fall and therefore the consumption of US imports will fall 
as a direct result as well.  In this case, candidates can get full credit if explained why 
consumption falls and make clear that personal consumption includes imports. 
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Sticky Note

A good diagram and a good answer which analyses how a steel tariff might save UK jobs.  Unfortunately, the evaluation is a bit too brief.  The candidate makes a valid point about Chinese retaliation (and links it to other jobs) but that is not enough for full AO4 marks.  A greater breadth - perhaps demonstrated by having two evaluative points – is required for full AO4.Total: 7/9
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Sticky Note

This is a good answer which neatly explains, using good economic terminology, the impact on imports/exports of an increase in interest rates.
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Sticky Note

The only mark that can be awarded here is for saying that resources are transferred from Y to X, leading to more X being produced.  There is no concept of ‘total specialisation’ and the diagram is incorrect.Total: 1/3



Sticky Note

Good explanation of what division of labour is and then relates it to the idea of productivity.  The outward shift of the PPF is correct.Total: 3/3












 
 


Q.16 (a) Adapt Diagram 1 to illustrate the impact on resource allocation of total 
specialisation in product X.  Explain your answer.   [3]


Band 
AO2 AO1 AO3 


1 mark 1 mark 1 mark 


 
Has the diagram been 


adapted correctly? 
Is the term understood 


correctly? 
Has the point been 


developed to explain 
the impact on the PPF?


1 


1 mark 
PPF diagram is 
adapted correctly 


1 mark 
Understanding of 
specialisation is either 
explicit through definition 
or implicit in the quality 
of the answer. 


1 mark 
Full explanation of the 
concept linking it to its 
effect on the PPF. 
 


0 
0 marks 


No annotations 
Incorrect annotations 


0 marks 
No understanding. 


0 marks 
No link to the effect on 
the PPF. 


 
 
Indicative content: 
 


 


Left:  Specialisation.  This is a situation in which all of the economy’s resources are allocated 
into one industry only (1) (Candidates are not required to mention that the country may have 
comparative advantage in this industry).  Output of X increases. The PPF does not shift (1) 
 
Specialisation.  If a candidate makes the point that specialisation occurs when comparative 
advantage exists between two countries and the trade that ensues may allow the 
specialising country to consume outside of its PPF – that argument should gain full marks 
(AO2 and AO3). 
 
Note: Skewed shift is acceptable ONLY if point A is moved to show total specialisation (as in 
above diagram). 
  







 


Q.16 (b) Adapt Diagram 2 to illustrate the impact of division of labour on productivity within 
the economy. Explain your answer.  [3]


Band 
AO2 AO1 AO3 


1 mark 1 mark 1 mark 


 
Has the diagram been 


adapted correctly? 
Is the term understood 


correctly? 
Has the point been developed 
to explain the impact on the 


PPF? 


1 


1 mark 
PPF diagram is 
adapted correctly 


1 mark 
Understanding of division 
of labour is either explicit 
through definition or 
implicit in the quality of the 
answer. 


1 mark 
Full explanation of the concept 
linking it to its effect on the 
PPF. 
 


0 
0 marks 


No annotations 
Incorrect annotations 


0 marks 
No understanding. 


0 marks 
No link to the effect on the 
PPF. 


 
Indicative content 
 


 


The assignment of different parts of an industrial process to different people in order to 
improve productivity (1) As a result, the PPF should shift outwards as the maximum level of 
output that can now be attained is greater (1). 
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only


18. The Eurozone is a collection of 19 European countries which have adopted the euro (€) as their 
common currency. The diagram below shows the exchange rate between the euro and the 
US dollar from 1 Jan 2014 to 1 Jan 2016. The European Central Bank operates much like the 
Bank of England in that it sets the base interest rate for the Eurozone members. The Eurozone 
imports nearly €450bn worth of goods and services from the US every year.


Figure 3. Exchange rate euros (€) per 1 US dollar ($).
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 (a) Calculate the % change in the value of the US dollar ($) over the two year period and state 
whether it has appreciated or depreciated against the euro (€). [3]


 


 


 


 


 


 


 (b) Assume the price elasticity of demand (PED) of all Eurozone imports from the US is –0.8. 
Calculate the likely impact of this exchange rate change on the quantity demanded of 
Eurozone imports from the US. [2]
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only
 (c) If the European Central Bank increases the base interest rate, explain the likely 


consequences on the trade of goods and services between the US and the Eurozone.
   [4]
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Sticky Note

The candidate eventually gets to the correct answer despite starting with unnecessary analysis of spending and saving.  There is an explanation of hot money flow and, critically, why they are occurring and then what the impact of this is on imports/exportsTotal: 4/4
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Sticky Note

16(a)There is some credit to be given to the phrase “all production of the country happens at X” – even though the articulation of the argument isn’t quite correct.  The fact that the candidate sees that there is an impact on X but not Y also helps to argue the case for some benefit of the doubt to the candidate here.  Similarly, the diagram is correct.That said, it does not score full marks because it is not completely obvious that the candidate understands the concept total specialisation in its entirety.Total: 2/3



Sticky Note

16 (b)Incorrect diagram.  No clear evidence that the candidate understands the concept of division of labour.Total: 0/3
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Sticky Note

Incorrect diagram.  This shows an indirect tax levied on the sale of a good; it is not the required tariff diagram.  The diagram scores 0/2Nevertheless, a lot of the analysis is correct.  The link between artificially high prices for Chinese steel and the demand for UK steel is made.  The assertion that “there are more people in jobs in the steel industry” could be articulated better but, in fairness to the candidate, benefit of the doubt is awarded here.  Unfortunately, there is no evaluation.  This is just one line of argument and no attempt is made to quantify the argument, disagree with the argument or even reject it.  The score given is 2/9 – marks are only awarded for AO3.  To some extent this is a judgement call and AO3 would have been permissible; however, the bullet-point nature of the answer is not something that is to be recommended.Total: 2/9
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19. During the 1970s, more than 200 000 people were employed in the UK steel sector but in 2016 
the number stands at just over 30 000. Steel-making has been hit by a mixture of factors recently 
such as increasing energy costs, a strong pound, carbon taxes and competition from China.


 China is the world’s largest steel supplier; it supplies about half of the 1.6 billion tonnes of 
steel made worldwide per year. Chinese steel-making receives vast state subsidies which are 
reported to be worth around two-thirds of the cost of production. In July 2015, Chinese steel was 
cheaper per tonne than cabbage. The flood of excess cheap Chinese steel into the UK has had 
a devastating effect on UK steel manufacturers, who have condemned the British government 
for failing to introduce protectionist measures against the cheap Chinese imports. 


 With the aid of a tariff diagram, discuss whether the imposition of a tariff on Chinese steel could 
save UK-based jobs. [9]


 Draw diagram here
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END OF PAPER





















 


Q.19 With aid of a tariff diagram, discuss whether the imposition of a tariff on Chinese steel 
could save UK-based jobs  [9]


Band 
AO1 AO3 AO4 


2 marks 3 marks 4 marks 


 


Is the tariff diagram 
drawn correctly? 


Has economic theory been well 
developed to support the 


arguments and, in particular, with 
regards to employment levels? 


Has economic theory been 
used to evaluate the 
arguments made? 


2 


2 marks 
Excellent diagram with 
all areas clearly 
identified and labelled 
 
It is completely 
accurate. 


3 marks 
Answer makes a coherent 
argument, links back to the idea of 
UK-based jobs  
 


3-4 marks 
Clear well-reasoned and 
balanced evaluation 
 
Clear reference to economic 
theory to justify the 
judgement 


1 


1 mark 
Two or more errors on 
the diagram 
 
Any labelling error 
which could cause 
confusion in 
understanding (not 
price/quantity axis) 


1-2 marks 
  Limited analysis 


1-2 marks 
Limited evaluation 
 
The evaluation may be 
unbalanced and superficial 


0 


0 marks 
Wrong/incorrect 
diagram 
 
No diagram 


0 marks 
No coherent development from the 
diagram 


0 marks 
No evaluation offered or 
incorrect evaluation   


 
Indicative content 
 
AO1 (diagram) 
 


 
  







AO3 (Analysis) 
 
If Chinese steel is made more expensive, then the number of imports units should fall.  If the 
number of imports falls, it stands to reason that the number of domestically made units 
should increase to fill the gap in demand.  UK-based jobs should be saved as UK based 
firms are now more competitive.  This is shown on the diagram. 
 
The number of imports has fallen from Q1Q2 to Q4Q3. As a result, domestic producers are 
now selling Q1Q4 more goods in the economy.  Their new revenue is P2KQ40 and, as a 
result, they should be able to retain more staff or even hire new ones and so a significant 
number of UK-based jobs should be saved. 
 
AO4 (Evaluation) 
 
In all likelihood there are many other countries in the world which are also subsidising the 
production of their steel industry.  Just because the UK imposes a tariff on Chinese steel 
does not mean that consumers won’t simply buy steel from other countries (other than 
China) and the UK steelworkers may still lose their jobs. 
 
Another way of expressing the same idea might be to say that UK steel-making is still likely 
to be uncompetitive with the rest of the world – despite the artificial price increases on China.  
It is likely, therefore, that UK steel-making will still lose jobs as – over time – other countries 
take China’s place and threaten our industries again.   
 
The tariff may not be high enough.  This needs to expanded to say something like, even with 
a tariff Chinese steel is still likely to be cheaper than UK steel because there are many 
factors like strong £, high energy prices, high wages etc … that keep the price high.  
Therefore, jobs may still be lost despite the tariff. 
 
The tariff may work at saving UK steel-making jobs, but a trade war may ensue as China 
looks to retaliate.  Jobs may be lost in a number of other industries that export to China even 
if steel-making jobs are saved. 
 
The tariff may work in the sense that it increase Chinese steel prices but if say the exchange 
rate appreciates in such a way that the Chinese imports become cheaper (and therefore 
counteract the effect of the tariff) then the number of imported units stays much the same 
and many UK jobs are still lost. 
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 (b) Adapt Diagram 2 to illustrate the impact of division of labour on productivity within the 
economy. Explain your answer. [3]


Diagram 2
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SECTION B


Answer all the questions in the spaces provided.


16. A country allocates its resources equally between the production of Goods X and Y.


 (a) Adapt Diagram 1 to illustrate the impact on resource allocation of total specialisation in 
product X. Explain your answer. [3]


Diagram 1


A


Y


X


Y


X
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Sticky Note

The only credit-worthy point here is the effect on saving/spending because of increasing interest rates (1).The point about producing less and leading to exports is not valid.The point about imports falling could be credited if it was linked better to the idea of EU/US trade overall.  In this case, it is not.











